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A B S T R A C T   

Synthetic hydrogels are widely used as artificial 3D environments for cell culture, facilitating the controlled study 
of cell-environment interactions. However, most hydrogels are limited in their ability to represent the physical 
properties of biological tissues because stiffness and solute transport properties in hydrogels are closely corre-
lated. Resultingly, experimental investigations of cell-environment interactions in hydrogels are confounded by 
simultaneous changes in multiple physical properties. Here, we overcame this limitation by simultaneously 
manipulating four structural parameters to synthesize a library of multi-arm poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG) 
hydrogel formulations with robustly decoupled stiffness and solute transport. This structural design approach 
avoids chemical alterations or additions to the network that might have unanticipated effects on encapsulated 
cells. An algorithm created to statistically evaluate stiffness-transport decoupling within the dataset identified 46 
of the 73 synthesized formulations as robustly decoupled. We show that the swollen polymer network model 
accurately predicts 11 out of 12 structure-property relationships, suggesting that this approach to decoupling 
stiffness and solute transport in hydrogels is fundamentally validated and potentially broadly applicable. 
Furthermore, the unprecedented control of hydrogel network structure provided by multi-arm PEG hydrogels 
confirmed several fundamental modeling assumptions. This study enables nuanced hydrogel design for 
uncompromised investigation of cell-environment interactions.   

1. Introduction 

Cell-encapsulating 3D hydrogels have led to new insights about cell- 
environment interactions that drive stem cell differentiation and 
modulate healthy cell and cancer cell behaviors [1–6]. The influence of 
hydrogel stiffness on stem cell differentiation is well-documented, with 
mesenchymal stem cells biasing their differentiation toward cell types 
appropriate for tissues with stiffnesses that match their environment 
[7–10]. This stiffness-differentiation correlation has motivated many 
studies of how hydrogels with different stiffnesses affect encapsulated 
cells, including studies of secondary mechanical influences such as 
viscoelasticity [11–17]. However, recent studies are increasingly 
considering how solute transport within a 3D hydrogel structure affects 
cell behavior [18–28]. The knowledge that stiffness and solute diffu-
sivity both affect encapsulated cell behaviors indicates a need for robust 

methods of decoupling stiffness and solute diffusivity in hydrogels to 
precisely investigate how cells interact with their environment [18–20]. 

Poly (ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) hydrogels, a commonly 
used “blank slate,” non-biochemically active material for 3D cell 
encapsulation, have a strong correlation between tensile moduli and 
mesh size (a parameter used to represent how hydrogel structure affects 
solute transport) [24,25,29–34]. We note that mesh size is an inconsis-
tently reported and incomplete representation of solute transport within 
hydrogels and instead directly measure and report solute diffusion co-
efficients within hydrogels in this study [35–37]. Browning et al. [29] 
and Munoz-Pinto et al. [30] both aimed to decouple stiffness and solute 
transport in PEGDA hydrogels, but both approaches were functionally 
limited. Browning et al. incorporated four-arm PEG acrylates into 
PEGDA, mixing tetrafunctional junctions with radically polymerized 
acrylate chains. Their approach changed the network structure and 
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physical properties while maintaining a consistent PEG backbone, but 
their final comparison of tensile modulus and mesh size still showed a 
universal curve relating modulus and mesh size. While they identified 
extreme conditions where either the tensile modulus changed but not 
the mesh size or the mesh size changed but not the tensile modulus, they 
were not able to decouple stiffness and solute transport for the inter-
mediate values or create hydrogels with both high stiffness and high 
solute transport. 

Munoz-Pinto et al. [30] incorporated N-vinyl pyrrolidone (NVP) into 
PEGDA networks. Adding NVP shifted the modulus-mesh size curves 
toward higher values for both properties, decoupling stiffness and solute 
transport compared to PEGDA hydrogels without NVP. However, 
introducing NVP changed the chemical nature of the hydrogel and may 
not translate effectively to hydrogels based on other polymers. The 
Browning et al. and Munoz-Pinto et al. studies highlight the need for a 
way to decouple stiffness and solute transport in hydrogels without 
relying on a mechanism unique to a single type of hydrogel or a second 
polymer that introduces different chemical properties to the hydrogel. A 
broadly applicable structural approach to decoupling stiffness and so-
lute transport in hydrogels is needed. 

Here, we used a network structure-based approach to decouple 
stiffness and solute diffusivity in multi-arm poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG) 
hydrogels. Critically, multi-arm PEG hydrogels provide more robust 
control of network structure than PEGDA-only hydrogels, which form 
radically polymerized kinetic chain junctions with undefined function-
alities [38–44]. After synthesizing hydrogel formulations with simulta-
neous variations in four structural parameters, we measured their 
stiffnesses and solute transport profiles with small and large solutes 

[35–37,45–47]. We confirmed decoupled stiffness and solute transport 
using an unbiased statistical algorithm. Comparisons with swollen 
polymer network model predictions showed consistent trends for each 
structural parameter-property pairing except for the degree of poly-
merization between junctions and solute transport, a PEG-specific de-
viation that enhanced the observed decoupling of stiffness and solute 
transport. Our results validate a structural approach to decoupling 
stiffness and diffusivity in multi-arm PEG hydrogels that enables the 
design of nuanced cell-encapsulating hydrogels for studying 
cell-environment interactions. 

2. Results & discussion 

2.1. Structural hydrogel design approach 

To investigate whether hydrogel structure can be manipulated to 
decouple stiffness and solute transport properties, we created a library of 
multi-arm PEG hydrogel formulations, each formulation having a 
unique combination of four structural parameters (Fig. 1A). Three 
values for each structural parameter were selected to produce a wide 
range of physical properties, constrained by the availability of multi-arm 
PEG precursors and the expected limits of gelation. A set of nine multi- 
arm PEG precursor macromers was selected with 4, 6, or 8 arms (cor-
responding to junction functionality f) and average arm lengths of 2.5, 
3.75, and 5 kDa to yield degrees of polymerization between junctions 
(Nj) of approximately 115, 165, and 215 repeating units upon cross-
linking. Because two PEG arms are linked together by a small cross-
linking molecule (DTT), the degree of polymerization between junctions 

Fig. 1. Model-driven approach for structurally 
decoupling stiffness and solute transport in multi-arm 
PEG hydrogels. (A) Four structural parameters, each 
with three values, were simultaneously varied to form 
a library of 81 multi-arm PEG hydrogel formulations. 
(B) The LAP and UV light-initiated reaction between 
PEG-norbornene macromers and DTT to form multi- 
arm PEG hydrogels. (C) Summary of the swollen 
polymer network modeling approach used to predict 
how structural parameters affect hydrogel stiffness 
and solute transport. Specific predictions of structure- 
property interactions across the 81 formulations are 
shown in Supp. Fig. S1.   
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is approximately twice the degree of polymerization per PEG arm. All 
PEG macromers were end-functionalized with norbornene groups and 
then synthesized into hydrogel formulations using dithiothreitol (DTT) 
as a crosslinking agent and Lithium phenyl-2,4,6- 
trimethylbenzoylphosphinate (LAP) as a photoinitiator of the efficient 
thiol-norbornene click reaction (Fig. 1B) [35,39,40]. Hydrogels were 
synthesized at three initial polymer volume fractions (φ0 = 0.050,
0.075, 0.100). Finally, the stoichiometric ratio of DTT thiol groups to 
norbornene groups was varied (1:1, 0.8:1, 0.6:1) to control the fre-
quency of chain-end defects (γ = 0, 0.2, 0.4). These four quantitative 
structural parameters were selected because 1) they are explicitly 
included in the swollen polymer network model, enabling a priori pre-
diction of physical properties (Fig. 1C, Supp. Fig. S1), 2) they are 
independently controlled via synthesis conditions, facilitating clear 
structure-function analysis, and 3) they are not specific to a single 
polymer or crosslinking scheme, indicating that their influences on 
hydrogel properties are potentially applicable to many kinds of hydro-
gels [36,46]. 

In total, 81 hydrogel formulations were initially planned based on 
the full matrix of four parameters with three values each. Critically, 
stiffness and solute transport predictions for each hydrogel formulation, 
made using the swollen polymer network model (equations provided in 
the Experimental Section), suggested that the structural variations 
would decouple stiffness and solute transport across the set of formu-
lations (Fig. 1C, Supp. Fig. S1). Two formulations were not synthesized 
due to limited low yield from the norbornene functionalization of the 6- 
arm, 3.75 kDa per arm PEG macromer (Formulations A6-N165-V050- 
F04 and A6-N165-V075-F04). Six other formulations failed to form 
intact hydrogels, despite boundaries based on previous studies in multi- 
arm PEG hydrogels [41] (A4-N115-V050-F04, A4-N165-V050-F04, 
A4-N215-V050-F04, A4-N215-V075-F04, A4-N215-V100-F04, 
A8-N165-V050-F04). Therefore, only 73 of the planned 81 hydrogel 
formulations were synthesized and fully characterized. All six of the 
non-gelling formulations had the highest frequency of chain-end defects 
(γ = 0.4). While a high frequency of chain-end defects was the most 
consistent feature of formulations that failed gelation, 19 formulations 
with γ = 0.4 formed intact hydrogels, suggesting that all four structural 
parameters contributed to formulation-dependent gelation failures. 
Generally, a higher frequency of chain-end defects, a lower junction 
functionality, a lower initial polymer volume fraction, and a higher 
degree of polymerization between junctions increased the likelihood of a 
formulation failing gelation. Further analysis via Flory-Stockmayer 
percolation theory may better explain these limitations [48]. 

2.2. Hydrogel stiffness-swelling relationship 

Following the rubberlike elasticity theory, hydrogel equilibrium 

swelling and stiffness are expected to be highly correlated [46]. The 
swollen polymer model predictions, which are based on equilibrium 
swelling theory and rubberlike elasticity theory, precisely reflect this 
correlation (Fig. 2). The measured correlation between independently 
measured hydrogel stiffness and swelling (swollen polymer volume 
fraction) matches the overall trend across the 73 hydrogel formulations 
(Fig. 2). However, swollen polymer volume fractions and stiffnesses 
trended much higher in the measurements than predicted, and the 
correlation between swelling and stiffness was looser than predicted. 

The perfect predicted correlation between stiffness and swelling is 
based on the modeling assumption that only the concentration of elas-
tically active chains within a network (and the junction functionality- 
dependent phantom network distortion) determines the stiffness of the 
network [46]. In other words, the length of the chains in the network 
does not directly affect the stiffness, assuming they are in a Gaussian 
distribution and long enough to act as entropic springs. Whether this 
assumption is true cannot be explicitly confirmed or denied based on the 
data, partially because it requires a more rigorous accounting for the real 
number of elastically active chains than presented here [49]. The chain 
lengths would likely need to be varied more broadly than the three 
values here to distinguish a chain-length effect. 

Our previous work thoroughly investigated the advantages of 
different stiffness measurement methods for poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA) 
hydrogels [47]. A reduced selection of compressive, rheological, and 
macroindentation experiments was investigated on the multi-arm PEG 
hydrogels in case they differed from the PVA hydrogel data (Supp. 
Fig. S2). The rheology confirmed for all formulations that there was a 
negligible viscous component compared to the elastic contribution 
within the linear viscoelastic range. Furthermore, preliminary cyclical 
compression studies on a subset of the PEG hydrogel formulations 
indicated negligible plastic deformation and full elastic recovery within 
the strain rates and ranges studied (data not shown). Like with PVA 
hydrogels, the compressive shear moduli were consistently higher than 
the rheological storage moduli, and the compression-macroindentation 
trend crossed over the line of equivalence trending towards compres-
sive shear moduli being higher than macroindentation shear moduli at 
higher overall values. Since compressive shear modulus was established 
as a reliable indicator of PVA hydrogel stiffness in the previous work 
[47], it is used as the primary representation of measured stiffness for 
multi-arm PEG hydrogels in this study. 

2.3. Structurally decoupled stiffness and solute transport in hydrogels 

Structurally decoupling stiffness and solute transport in hydrogels 
without altering the hydrogel’s chemical properties provides new op-
portunities for designing nuanced hydrogels for various applications, 
including drug delivery and encapsulation cell culture. Solute transport 

Fig. 2. Predicted and measured relationships between swollen polymer volume fraction (φs) and shear modulus (G). Error bars represent standard deviations (n = 3 
for shear modulus and swelling measurements). 
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in each hydrogel formulation was measured by fluorescence recovery 
after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments with a small solute (fluores-
cein, 0.9 nm hydrodynamic radius) and a larger solute (20 kDa FITC- 
dextran, 2.9 nm) [35,37]. Diffusion coefficients for each 
hydrogel-solute pairing were calculated using our high-throughput 
modification of the Jönsson et al. spatial Hankel analysis program [37, 
50]. Since solute-independent metrics of transport in hydrogels, such as 
mesh size, do not provide broadly applicable summaries of their solute 
transport profiles [35], we use the diffusion coefficients of fluorescein 
and 20 kDa FITC-dextran in each hydrogel formulation as direct repre-
sentations of their solute transport profiles. Mesh sizes are not directly 
discussed in this work because they are indirectly estimated structural 
parameters that neglect junction geometry effects on solute transport 
[37,46] and do not capture the nuances of how different solutes diffuse 
within the same hydrogel formulation [35,37]. Notably, solute transport 
within synthetic polymer hydrogels is dominated by diffusion [35,37], 
justifying FRAP-based self-diffusion coefficients as a summary of solute 
transport within the context of cells encapsulated within hydrogels, but 
within granular hydrogels [51], biopolymer hydrogels [52], and natural 
vascularized tissues capable of interstitial fluid flow [53], convection 
likely makes a significant contribution to solute transport. A critical 
comparison of solute transport in hydrogels and natural tissues will help 
to clarify the limitations of 3D hydrogel cell encapsulation for bio-
mimetic cell culture environments. 

Across the 73 multi-arm PEG hydrogel formulations, robust decou-
pling of stiffness and solute transport was achieved for both solutes, 
primarily driven by the degrees of polymerization between junctions 
(Fig. 3). The stiffness-diffusivity curves with fluorescein as the diffusing 
solute show a clear and consistent shift toward lower values in both 
stiffness and diffusivity with increasing degrees of polymerization be-
tween junctions. The larger 20 kDa FITC-dextran also shows increasing 
degrees of polymerization between junctions lowering both stiffness and 
solute diffusivity. While the fluorescein dataset showed comparable 
shifts between the three degrees of polymerization between junctions, 
the 20 kDa FITC-dextran dataset has the Nj = 115 group isolated but 
overlap for the two higher values, possibly suggesting a practical limit 
with diminishing diffusivity changes for further increases to Nj. The 
variations within the color Nj grouping are due to changes in the initial 
polymer volume fraction, junction functionality, and frequency of chain- 
end defects, which all have redundant effects of shifting formulations 
toward higher stiffness and lower solute diffusivity or vice versa. This 
indicates that the minimum requirement for decoupling stiffness and 
solute diffusivity in multi-arm PEG hydrogels is to simultaneously vary 
the degree of polymerization between junctions and one of the other 
three structural parameters. 

Our previous efforts to decouple stiffness and solute transport in PVA 
hydrogels by varying the initial polymer volume fraction and degree of 
polymerization between junctions instead yielded a continuous curve 

(Supp. Fig. S3). The PVA stiffness-transport curve is comparable to 
previous results with PEG diacrylate (PEGDA) hydrogel formulations by 
other research groups, which also effectively varied the initial polymer 
volume fraction and degree of polymerization between junctions [29, 
30]. Comparison with these prior studies reinforces the novelty of the 
structural stiffness-transport decoupling in multi-arm PEG hydrogels. 
Additionally, the critical decoupling effect of the degree of polymeri-
zation between junctions is observed in multi-arm PEG hydrogels but 
not PVA or PEGDA hydrogels, possibly indicating that the highly ho-
mogeneous network structure of multi-arm PEG hydrogels [41] results 
in a different structure-property relationship than that of PVA and 
PEGDA hydrogels [36,45]. Specifically, PVA hydrogels are randomly 
crosslinked and therefore have a broad distribution of degrees of poly-
merization between junctions (Nj) unlike multi-arm PEG hydrogels, 
wherein Nj is set by the precursor macromer molecular weight. In 
PEGDA hydrogels, radical polymerization of acrylate end-groups pro-
duces kinetic chain junctions that vary stochastically in the number of 
attached PEG chains, whereas multi-arm PEG junction functionalities 
are set by the number of arms connected to each core. These differences 
make multi-arm PEG hydrogels a relatively ideal and controllable sys-
tem. The multi-arm PEG-specific result of decoupling stiffness and solute 
transport via the degree of polymerization is not predicted by the 
swollen polymer network model and therefore requires further careful 
consideration and cross-evaluation with closely comparable hydrogel 
systems. Qualitatively, it is possible that the shorter chains are more 
strained (matching the increased stiffness) and therefore conforma-
tionally explore a smaller volume (consistent with statistical chain me-
chanics), leaving relatively larger void volumes for solutes to move 
through uninterrupted. High network homogeneity might explain why 
this differs from PVA hydrogels, but this hypothetical relationship 
should be further rigorously investigated. 

2.4. Statistically evaluating stiffness and solute transport decoupling 

To qualify the decoupling of stiffness and solute transport across 
hydrogel formulations, we developed a practical statistical definition of 
decoupling: one hydrogel formulation must have statistically significant 
differences (via t-test) in stiffness and non-significant differences in so-
lute diffusivity with a second formulation in the dataset and statistically 
significant differences in solute diffusivity and non-significant differ-
ences in stiffness with a third formulation to qualify as decoupled. We 
applied that definition to iteratively filter our dataset until the remain-
ing formulations were all statistically decoupled from each other. Since 
we are interested in hydrogel formulations that decouple stiffness and 
solute transport for both small solutes and large solutes, we also 
removed formulations that did not achieve decoupling for both fluo-
rescein and 20 kDa FITC-dextran. The algorithm is provided as an R 
script in the supplementary materials. 

Fig. 3. Degree of polymerization between junctions 
(Nj) decouples stiffness and solute transport across 
the 73 multi-arm PEG hydrogel formulations stud-
ied. Increasing the degree of polymerization between 
junctions decreased shear modulus and decreased 
the diffusivity of both fluorescein and 20 kDa FITC- 
dextran within the hydrogels, whereas the other 
three structural parameters generally increased 
shear modulus when decreasing solute diffusivity. 
Error bars represent standard deviations (n = 3 for 
shear modulus measurements, n = 9 for diffusivity 
measurements). Free diffusion coefficients for fluo-
rescein and 20 kDa FITC-dextran are D0 = 278 μm2/s 
and D0 = 85 μm2/s, respectively [37].   
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The independent control variable for this statistical decoupling 
approach is the quantitative definition of statistically significant differ-
ences, typically α = 0.05. That value is traditionally used to confirm 
statistically significant differences, whereas we are equally concerned 
with non-significant differences. Therefore, we increased the alpha 
value to reduce the likelihood of one hydrogel formulation having a 
stiffness or diffusivity that’s non-significantly different from another 
hydrogel formulation’s value. Fig. 4 shows how the number of decou-
pled formulations reduces as alpha increases, with 46 formulations 
remaining at α = 0.05, 26 formulations at α = 0.20, and only 12 for-
mulations at α = 0.25. Alpha values beyond 0.30 yielded no acceptable 
formulations. 

The decoupled dataset has reduced property ranges compared to the 
overall, 73-formulation dataset. In the overall dataset, shear modulus 
ranged from 3.5 kPa to 150 kPa, diffusivity of fluorescein ranged from 
160 μm2/s to 308 μm2/s, and diffusivity of 20 kDa FITC-dextran ranged 
from 28.7 μm2/s to 57.3 μm2/s. The 12-formulation, α = 0.25 decoupled 
dataset had shear moduli from 21 kPa to 69 kPa, fluorescein diffusivities 
from 174 μm2/s to 260 μm2/s, and 20 kDa FITC-dextran diffusivities 
from 31.6 μm2/s to 45.9 μm2/s. The stiffness range of the decoupled 
dataset is 33% of the original dataset. Likewise, the reduced fluorescein 
diffusivity range is 58% of the original, and the 20 kDa FITC-dextran 
range is 50% of the original. Future exploration of structural param-
eter combinations (e.g., 8-arm hydrogels with lower initial polymer 
volume fractions than synthesized here) or improvements to structural 
control of hydrogel properties will enable decoupling over broader 
ranges of properties, ideally covering the ranges of properties found 
within both healthy and diseased biological tissues. 

While the ranges for solute transport may seem small compared to 
the ranges for stiffness, it is important to note that stiffness is fully 
dependent on the polymer network, whereas solute transport is also 
heavily influenced by the properties of the solute. It is commonly 
assumed that smaller solutes would be less affected by the network 
structure since they are much smaller than the typical synthetic net-
work’s mesh size or even mesh radius, but the net change in diffusion 
coefficient for the small solute fluorescein is greater than the net change 
for the larger 20 kDa FITC-dextran, and the relative change is compa-
rable between the two, suggesting that small molecule diffusivity is also 

greatly affected by network structure [35]. While in-hydrogel diffusion 
coefficients for the 20 kDa FITC-dextran are consistently below their free 
solute diffusion coefficients (D0 = 85 μm2/s), some in-hydrogel diffu-
sion coefficients for fluorescein exceed the free diffusion coefficient 
(D0 = 278 μm2/s), suggesting a possible crossover point where the 
hydrogel formulation enhances transport for certain molecules. How-
ever, this conclusion requires further validation due to technical dif-
ferences in how diffusion coefficients were measured in hydrogels and in 
free solution [37]. Overall, the ability of the hydrogel formulation to 
double the time it takes for a solute (small molecule or soluble protein) 
to reach an encapsulated cell could serve as a critical rate-limiting effect 
for many cellular processes, such as serum-dependent proliferation [54] 
or cytokine signaling [19]. 

From the 12 highly decoupled formulations, we extracted a set of 
four formulations that could be used to test how encapsulated cells 
respond to decoupled stiffness and solute transport in their environment 

Fig. 4. Increasing the α-value of the statistical decoupling algorithm selects increasingly decoupled hydrogel formulations. The algorithm iteratively removes for-
mulations that are not decoupled from other formulations in the dataset and confirms that the remaining formulations have statistically decoupled shear modulus and 
diffusivity for both fluorescein and 20 kDa FITC-dextran. α > 0.25 results in no passing formulations. Error bars represent standard deviations (n = 3 for shear 
modulus measurements, n = 9 for diffusivity measurements). 

Fig. 5. Four formulations demonstrate the capacity to decouple stiffness and 
solute transport via hydrogel structural parameters. Each formulation has 
another formulation with equivalent solute diffusivity but significantly different 
shear modulus and a third formulation with equivalent shear modulus but 
significantly different solute diffusivity, across both a large and small solute 
(20 kDa FITC-dextran and fluorescein, respectively). Error bars represent 
standard deviations (n = 3 for shear modulus measurements, n = 9 for diffu-
sivity measurements). 
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(Fig. 5). There is a low-transport, low-stiffness formulation (A4-N215- 
V100-F00), a low-transport, high-stiffness formulation (A6-N215-V075- 
F00), a high-transport, low-stiffness formulation (A6-N115-V050-F02), 
and a high-transport, high-stiffness formulation (A4-N115-V050-F00). 
Notably, the final four formulations vary across all four structural pa-
rameters, justifying the simultaneous manipulation of all four parame-
ters for achieving decoupling (i.e., only manipulating two or three 
parameters may require more extensive and precise tuning to reach the 
same set of properties). We hypothesize that cellular behaviors that are 
solute transport-dependent would differ between a stiffness-paired low- 
transport and high-transport formulation but not differ between a 
transport-paired low-stiffness and high-stiffness formulation. Stiffness- 
dependent cell behaviors would have the opposite response, and be-
haviors that respond to both stiffness and solute transport could be 
further evaluated by comparing the diagonal formulations (e.g., low- 
transport and low-stiffness vs. high-transport and high-stiffness). 
Together, these biocompatible, property-decoupled multi-arm PEG 
hydrogel formulations will help to clarify mechanisms of cell- 
environment interactions. 

2.5. The swollen polymer network model predicts structure-property 
correlations in hydrogels 

Swelling, stiffness, and solute diffusivity were predicted for each 
hydrogel formulation using the swollen polymer network model. 
Comparing measured and modeled properties, including how each of the 
structural parameters affects those properties, provides opportunities to 
improve the accuracy of the fundamental model by testing assumptions 
and comparing alternative modeling approaches. These evidence-based 
checks on the model will then be applied when making new hydrogels, 
improving property-oriented hydrogel design for many biomedical 
applications. 

We first compared measured swelling, stiffness, and solute transport 

properties to predicted values to evaluate the overall correlations be-
tween predictions and measurements (Fig. 6). Notably, swelling has a 
precise, linear prediction-measurement correlation over all 73 hydrogel 
formulations, but the prediction underestimates the measured range of 
swollen polymer volume fractions. Stiffness also has a precise correla-
tion over two orders of magnitude. The measurement-prediction corre-
lations for solute diffusivity are discussed in greater detail in our 
previous work [35]. Contrary to the predictions, increasing the degree of 
polymerization between junctions reduced diffusion coefficients for 
both fluorescein and 20 kDa FITC-dextran. Furthermore, predictions 
overestimated the influence of junction functionality on the diffusion 
coefficient of the larger 20 kDa FITC-dextran solute, as indicated by the 
horizontally separated series (Figs. 6 and 20 KDA FITC-Dextran). 

Table 1 summarizes measured structure-property correlations and 
identifies whether those correlations match predictions. Increasing 
initial polymer volume fraction and junction functionality increased 
swollen polymer volume fraction and shear modulus and decreased 
solute diffusion coefficients. Increasing the frequency of chain-end de-
fects decreased swollen polymer volume fraction and shear modulus and 
increased solute diffusion coefficients. Increasing the degree of poly-
merization between junctions decreased all three properties. All 
measured trends match predictions (shared a positive or negative 
structure-property correlation) except for the degree of polymerization 
between junctions and solute diffusion coefficient, which was predicted 
to be a positive correlation. With the previously studied PVA hydrogels, 
increasing the degree of polymerization between junctions increased the 
solute diffusion coefficients as predicted (Supp. Fig. S3). These results 
suggest that the swollen polymer network model accurately captures the 
modeled structure-property correlations except for a unique interaction 
between the degree of polymerization between junctions and solute 
transport observed in multi-arm PEG hydrogels. Developing a mecha-
nistic explanation for this interaction would require further investiga-
tion with similar hydrogel systems. 

Fig. 6. Correlations between predicted properties and measured properties. Predictions were made using the swollen polymer network model. Error bars represent 
standard deviations (n = 3 for shear modulus and swelling measurements, n = 9 for diffusivity measurements). 
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2.6. Improving hydrogel modeling with diverse hydrogel formulations 

The swollen polymer network is intended to be a general model for 
structurally designing hydrogels to produce desired physical properties, 
simultaneously addressing swelling, stiffness, and solute transport. The 
swollen polymer network model was initially assembled from funda-
mental theories linking hydrogel structure to the three properties [46]. 
We then tested structure-swelling correlations on PVA hydrogels, 
PEGDA hydrogels, and gelatin methacrylate (GelMA) hydrogels and 
found that the swelling predictions were accurate for synthetic hydro-
gels (PVA and PEGDA) but not the biopolymer GelMA, likely due to 
higher order coiling interactions affecting the GelMA network structure 
[45]. Further consideration of network geometry based on these results 
led us to propose the mesh radius amendment to the solute transport 
component of the swollen polymer network model [36]. Then, stiffness 
and solute transport measurements in PVA hydrogels indicated that 
controlling the initial polymer volume fraction and degree of polymer-
ization between junctions was not sufficient to decouple stiffness and 
solute transport (Supp. Fig. S3) [37,47]. We then investigated two 
additional structural parameters, junction functionality and the fre-
quency of chain-end defects, using multi-arm PEG hydrogels, which 
validated our hypothesis that network geometry influences the transport 
of solutes within a hydrogel [35]. In this final, summative study, we 
compared solute diffusion and stiffness in the four-parameter library of 
multi-arm PEG hydrogels, demonstrating that the four structural pa-
rameters enables robustly decoupled control of stiffness and solute 
transport. Together, this work provides evidence that iteratively testing 
the assumptions of a fundamentally derived structure-property model 
with a diverse library of hydrogel formulations leads to validated model 
improvements that increasingly capture nuanced hydrogel properties. 

Several intersectional insights from this series of experiments war-
rant reporting but require the context of the swollen polymer network 
model and its utility in designing hydrogels with desirable properties. 
Here, we address results on the propagation of error through the swollen 
polymer network model, the comparison of phantom and affine 
modeling assumptions, the idea of a reference ratio introduced in our 
previous work on hydrogel swelling [45], and the use of a second-order 
polymer-solvent interaction parameter (χ2) to describe PEG hydrogel 
swelling. 

The swollen polymer network model fundamentally predicts 
swelling, stiffness, and solute transport based on structural parameters 
[36,46], but the swollen polymer volume fraction is calculated first 
using the equilibrium swelling equation and then used in the calcula-
tions for shear modulus and solute diffusion coefficients. Therefore, any 
errors associated with the equilibrium swelling calculation propagate 
into the other property predictions. Directly measuring the swollen 
polymer volume fraction and then using the measured value in shear 
modulus and diffusion coefficient calculations removes the error prop-
agation effect. We compared how using the predicted or measured 

swollen polymer volume fraction influences the correlation between 
predicted and measured shear moduli, finding only a small shift in the 
overall correlation (Supp. Fig. S4). This internal comparison qualifies 
the validity of the swollen polymer network model. 

Phantom and affine molecular deformation models are both 
commonly used to describe the structure-property relationships of 
swollen polymer networks [46,49,55–57]. Briefly, the affine model as-
sumes that junctions move proportionally to bulk deformations, and the 
phantom model removes that assumption [46]. Since the affine model is 
associated with entanglements restraining network junction mobility 
[58], the phantom model has been increasingly applied to hydrogels 
made in solution with a low frequency of polymer entanglements [46, 
49,59]. Mathematically, the difference between the models depends on 
the network’s junction functionality (the phantom model adds a term of 
1 − 2

f ) [46]. By controlling junction functionality in our multi-arm PEG 
hydrogels, we capture the difference between phantom-based pre-
dictions and affine-based predictions of swelling and stiffness. For both 
swelling and stiffness, the phantom-based predictions were more pre-
cisely associated with measurements than the affine-based predictions, i. 
e. less spread due to the changing junction functionalities (Supp. 
Fig. S5). The difference in measurement-prediction correlation indicates 
that the phantom-based version of the swollen polymer network is more 
appropriate for the dilute hydrogels studied here (φ0 ≤ 0.10), especially 
when varying their junction functionalities. 

In a previous publication, we introduced the reference ratio as a 
characteristic property of hydrogels that describes the extent of hydrogel 
swelling from their initial state to the equilibrium swollen state [45]. In 
that work, we found independent correlations for PVA hydrogels and 
PEGDA hydrogels between 1) initial polymer volume fraction and relaxed 
polymer volume fraction and 2) degree of polymerization between junc-
tions and the reference ratio. In this study, we found that multi-arm PEG 
hydrogels did have a positive correlation between initial polymer volume 
fraction and relaxed polymer volume fraction, but it was not as precise as 
PVA hydrogels or PEGDA hydrogels (Supp. Fig. S6). Moreover, the strong 
linear correlation between the degree of polymerization between junctions 
and the reference ratio was not observed for multi-arm PEG hydrogels 
(Supp. Fig. S6). We expected some differences between the multi-arm PEG 
dataset and the PVA and PEGDA datasets since the PVA and PEGDA 
hydrogels did not include variation along the junction functionality and 
frequency of chain-end defects structural axes, but with multi-arm PEG 
hydrogels, even initial polymer volume fraction has a distinct influence on 
the reference ratio, contrasting the independent correlations previously 
observed and undermining the importance of the reference ratio as a 
characteristic property. It is unclear whether the multi-arm PEG hydrogels 
differ because they are a more ideal model network with less heterogeneity 
than PVA hydrogels and PEGDA hydrogels [41,60], if their different 
crosslinking mechanisms create a different relationship between the initial 
and equilibrium-swollen polymer volume fractions, or if some other un-
considered influence is having a strong effect. 

Table 1 
Structure-property correlations and measurement-prediction trends.  

Structural Parameters Measured Correlations Model Accuracy for Structure-Property Trends 

Swollen PVF (φs) Shear Modulus (G) Diffusivity (D) Swollen PVF (φs) Shear Modulus (G) Diffusivity (D) 

Initial Polymer Vol. Frac. (φ0) + + – 

Junction Functionality (f) + + – 

Degree of Polym. Between Jun. (Nj) – – – 

Freq. of Chain-End Defects (γ) – – +

“+” indicates a positive measured correlation between the structural parameter and network property. “-” indicates a negative measured correlation between the 
structural parameter and network property. “ ” indicates that the direction of the predicted correlation matches the direction of the measured correlation (positive 

or negative), “ ” indicates that the direction of the predicted correlation does not match the direction of the measured correlation.  
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The polymer-solvent interaction parameter is associated with the 
miscibility of a specific polymer-and-solvent pairing [46,61]. It is typi-
cally summarized as a single, first-order parameter (χ1) for practicality 
and brevity, but it can be expanded serially to represent a 
concentration-dependent relationship [46]. Furthermore, it is unclear 
whether the strains placed on a polymer in a network affect its misci-
bility with a solvent, potentially changing it from what is observed for a 
non-networked polymer. In the swollen polymer network model, 
increasing χ1 increases the predicted swollen polymer volume fraction 
for all hydrogel formulations using that polymer. Increasing χ2, the 
second-order polymer-solvent interaction parameter, increases the in-
fluence of structural parameters on the predicted swollen polymer vol-
ume fraction [62]. Increasing χ2 from 0 to 0.8 for multi-arm PEG 
hydrogels increases the predicted swollen polymer volume fraction for 
dense hydrogel formulations but not dilute hydrogel formulations, 
improving the accuracy of the prediction-measurement correlation 
(Supp. Fig. S5A). However, further increasing χ2 to 1.0 and 1.2 made it 
impossible to predict the swollen polymer volume fraction (Supp. 
Fig. S5A). Effectively, the equilibrium swelling equation calculation 
loses stability when the overall polymer-solvent interaction parameter 
becomes greater than 0.5 (indicating that polymer and solvent are no 
longer attracted to each other), which can occur for a combination of 
high swollen polymer volume fraction and high second-order poly-
mer-solvent interaction parameter (Supp. Fig. S5B). Therefore, intro-
ducing a second-order polymer-solvent interaction parameter facilitates 
instability in the overall equilibrium swelling calculation. 

Because the polymer-solvent interaction parameter is applicable if 
the dominant polymer is consistent, prior data from PEGDA hydrogels 
can validate the use of the second-order polymer-solvent interaction 
parameter for multi-arm PEG hydrogels. For the PEGDA hydrogels, 
increasing χ2 to 0.6 improved the measurement-prediction correlation, 
and further increasing to 0.8 introduced the stability limit (Supp. 
Fig. S5C). Together with the multi-arm PEG data, these results indicate 
that using χ1 = 0.426 and χ2 = 0.6 may be appropriate for increasing 
the accuracy of swelling predictions for PEG-based hydrogels. This result 
may either be a refinement of the polymer-solvent interaction parameter 
that was neglected or overly generalized when the application focus was 
simpler non-network polymer-solvent systems or it could be an obser-
vation specific to networked PEGs in water. Since swelling is a key 
component of property predictions for hydrogels, the higher-order 
polymer-solvent interaction parameters for common hydrogel poly-
mers should be further investigated and cross-validated. 

2.7. Physical properties relevance to hydrogel-encapsulated cells 

Control of microenvironmental stiffness and solute transport is 
relevant to the behavior of hydrogel-encapsulated cells. 3D hydrogel 
encapsulation of cells is increasingly used as an in vitro model to mimic 
and control key functional aspects of different tissues and relevant mi-
croenvironments, including tumors and stem cell niches [1,21,63]. 
Cellular mechanosensing of the stiffness of 2D and 3D hydrogel micro-
environments is well-established [64], with effects on cell proliferation 
[12,65], differentiation [7,8,66], and drug resistance [67–69], and has 
pushed the field to consistently incorporate integrin-binding peptides 
and other mechano-active components into cell-encapsulating hydrogels 
[42,70–73]. However, control and assessment of how solute transport 
affects cells encapsulated in hydrogels are less established, likely 
because solute transport is limited in 3D encapsulation but not 2D 
substrate culture and because solute transport in hydrogels is more 
challenging to characterize than stiffness [35,37,47]. 
Hydrogel-mediated transport of soluble proteins affects stem cell dif-
ferentiation by regulating the balance between paracrine and autocrine 
signaling that cells experience [19,74]. Other areas poised for disruptive 
investigations of cellular responses to environmentally regulated solute 
transport include drug delivery to cells within dense ECM and the serum 
deprivation-dependent dormancy of cancer cells [54,75]. By decoupling 

stiffness and solute transport within hydrogels, we gain the opportunity 
to identify situations where control of solute transport has a strong effect 
on cell behavior without confounding effects from simultaneously 
changing stiffness. Likewise, we can reduce the risk of claiming stiffness 
is the driver of cell responses to changing microenvironments when 
other property changes may be causing the differences in cell behaviors. 

The structural decoupling of hydrogel properties is likely limited to 
synthetic polymer hydrogels and therefore less relevant to biopolymer 
hydrogels commonly used for cell encapsulation. Generally, biopolymer 
hydrogels have more complex structures that increase polymer rigidity 
compared to synthetic polymer hydrogels, creating void spaces within 
the hydrogels that are several orders of magnitude larger than synthetic 
polymer mesh radius portals and therefore dramatically less restrictive 
to solute transport [45,46,76,77]. 

Finally, while multi-arm PEGs are used in many hydrogel encapsula-
tion cell culture systems [40,42,43,70,73], several modifications to the 
current study are needed to produce cell-relevant hydrogel formulations 
for studying how decoupled stiffness and solute transport affect cell be-
haviors. First, formulations with lower stiffnesses than those produced 
here are needed to match the stiffness of common tissues studied with 
hydrogels, including brain tissue and bone marrow [78,79]. Creating 
hydrogels with different solute transport profiles at tissue-relevant stiff-
nesses without failing gelation is a technical challenge that can use the 
structural principles established here but is beyond the scope of this 
proof-of-concept study. Second, these hydrogels will need to incorporate 
integrin-binding peptides, which can be achieved by using the unreacted 
end-groups left over by non-zero frequencies of chain-end defects. 
MMP-degradable peptides can be substituted for non-degradable cross-
linkers to enable cell-driven degradation and promote cell mobility over 
time. Third, it would be helpful to use radical-free gelation chemistry to 
minimize the effects of radical oxygen species (ROS) on cells during the 
encapsulating gelation process [80–83]. Differences in ROS generation 
based on the conditions needed to complete gelation could overshadow 
cell responses to the stiffness or solute transport profile of their environ-
ment. Addressing these considerations alongside structurally decoupled 
stiffness and solute transport will unlock new avenues for studying how 
cells interact with their physical environment. 

3. Conclusions 

Creating a library of 73 multi-arm PEG hydrogel formulations with 
simultaneous variation in four structural parameters overcame a critical 
obstacle in biomimetic hydrogel design: decoupling stiffness and solute 
transport. Because this approach emphasizes the network structure 
instead of specific chemical interactions, it may be broadly applicable to 
hydrogels made from many types of polymers. The swollen polymer 
network model helped to identify the four independent structural pa-
rameters of interest and predict their influences on hydrogel physical 
properties, but the model did not fully predict the relationships between 
structure and property, notably mispredicting the relationship between 
the degree of polymerization between junctions and solute diffusivity. 
However, the same relationship was previously correctly predicted in 
PVA hydrogels, suggesting the possibility of a polymer-specific or 
crosslinking method-specific interaction. Finally, the dataset of physical 
properties associated with each multi-arm PEG hydrogel formulation 
further refined the swollen polymer network model by testing assump-
tions, especially those associated with the junction functionality struc-
tural parameter, which is otherwise under-investigated. Decoupled 
stiffness and solute transport in hydrogels will help to distinguish how 
cells react to stiffness and transport-dependent environmental stimuli 
when encapsulated in 3D hydrogels. 

4. Experimental Section 

Norbornene functionalization of multi-arm PEG: Multi-arm PEG pre-
cursor molecules were end-functionalized with norbornene as 
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previously described [35]. Briefly, nine precursor polymers were used 
(JenKem Technology; Plano, TX): (1) 4-arm, 10 kDa PEG, (2) 4-arm, 15 
kDa, (3) 4-arm, 20 kDa, (4) 6-arm, 15 kDa, (5) 6-arm, 21 kDa, (6) 6-arm, 
30 kDa, (7) 8-arm, 20 kDa, (8), 8-arm, 30 kDa, and (9) 8-arm, 40 kDa. 
The nine polymers were chosen to explore three junction functionalities 
(4, 6, and 8) and three sets of chain-arm lengths (approx. 2.5 kDa per 
arm, 3.75 kDa, and 5 kDa), which correspond to the degree of poly-
merization between junctions (Nj = 115, 165, 215). For all precursor 
macromers, polydispersity was confirmed by the manufacturer to be less 
than 1.05 and independently confirmed upon receipt by gel permeation 
chromatography (data available upon request). All other reagents and 
solvents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) unless 
otherwise noted. All reagent concentrations were scaled to the expected 
concentration of hydroxyl end-groups for 5 g of the batch’s PEG pre-
cursor. Initially, 5 molar equivalents (to PEG –OH groups) of N, 
N′-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide and 10 molar equivalents of 5-norborne-
ne-2-carboxylic acid were mixed in 20 mL of dichloromethane under a 
nitrogen atmosphere and reacted at room temperature for 30 min. The 
product solution was then centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 10 min at room 
temperature to separate the precipitated byproduct. The subnatant 
liquid was then added to a 40 mL dichloromethane solution on ice that 
contained 5 g of multi-arm PEG precursor, 5 molar equivalents of pyr-
idine, and 0.5 molar equivalents of 4-(dimethylamino)pyridine (DMAP). 
The resulting solution was left to react overnight. The reacted solution 
was precipitated and centrifuged twice in ice-cold diethyl ether, then 
dried. The dry pellet was then resuspended in deionized water and 
dialyzed for 24 h (2000 MWCO) before lyophilization and storage until 
use. Norbornene functionalization was confirmed via 1H NMR (Agilent 
MN400) in triplicate [84]. 

Multi-arm PEG hydrogel synthesis: Multi-arm PEG hydrogels were 
synthesized as described previously [35]. Briefly, 73 intact hydrogel 
formulations were made by simultaneously varying four structural pa-
rameters. The structure of the multi-arm precursors defined the degree 
of polymerization between junctions (Nj = 115, 165, 215) and the 
junction functionality (f = 4,6,8). The concentration of the polymer in 
water defined the initial polymer volume fraction (φ0 = 0.050,0.075,
0.100), and the stoichiometric ratio of norbornene groups to cross-
linking thiols (dithiothreitol, DTT) defined the frequency of chain-end 
defects (γ = 0,0.2,0.4). 

Hydrogel swelling characterization: Volumetric swelling was measured 
via the buoyancy-based method as described previously [45]. Briefly, 
hydrogel volumes were measured immediately after synthesis, after 
swelling to equilibrium, and after complete drying. Relaxed polymer 
volume fractions were calculated by dividing the dry volume by the 
relaxed volume. Swollen polymer volume fractions were calculated by 
dividing the dry volume by the swollen volume. The reference ratio was 
calculated by dividing the swollen volume by the relaxed volume. Three 
samples were used per hydrogel formulation for swelling measurements. 
Raw data are provided in the supplementary materials. 

Hydrogel stiffness measurements: The stiffness of each multi-arm PEG 
hydrogel formulation swelling equilibrium was measured in three ways, 
using the compression, rheology, and macroindentation methods 
described previously [47]. Briefly, the shear modulus was calculated 
from compression experiments by fitting the compressive stress and 
strain of the samples over 10–20% strain to a Neo-Hookean hyperelastic 
model. Storage modulus for each hydrogel was measured via a rheom-
eter over 0.01–1% strain and a frequency of 1 Hz. Multi-arm PEG 
hydrogels were found to be effectively elastic (data not shown), justi-
fying the use of storage modulus as an approximate representation of 
shear modulus. Macroindentation was measured with 10% indentation 
of a 3 mm diameter spherical probe and fit to a Hertz model to calculate 
the shear modulus. Three samples were used per hydrogel formulation 
for all stiffness measurements. Raw data are provided in the supple-
mentary materials. 

Solute diffusivity in hydrogels: Solute diffusivities in multi-arm PEG 
hydrogels were measured at swelling equilibrium via FRAP experiments 

as described previously [35]. Briefly, samples of each hydrogel formu-
lation were incubated for 24 h in a 10 μM solution of fluorescein or 20 
kDa FITC-dextran in PBS. Solute free diffusion coefficients (D0) were 
determined via FRAP in solution experiments, and hydrodynamic radii 
(rs) were calculated using the Stokes-Einstein equation, yielding 0.9 nm 
hydrodynamic radius for fluorescein and 2.9 nm for 20 kDa 
FITC-dextran. FRAP experiments were performed with three runs per 
sample (n = 9 per solute-formulation pairing) on a Zeiss LSM710 
Confocal Microscope (Zeiss, Germany). FRAP analysis was performed 
using our high-throughput FRAP analysis MATLAB program [37], 
yielding diffusion coefficients for each solute-hydrogel pairing. Raw 
data are provided in the supplementary materials. 

Predictive modeling of hydrogel properties: The swollen polymer 
network model was used to make a priori predictions of each hydrogel 
formulation’s swollen polymer volume fraction, shear modulus, and 
solute diffusion coefficients [35–37,45–47]. Raw prediction data are 
provided in the supplementary materials. Swollen polymer volume 
fractions (φs) were calculated via Equation (1). 

φ− 1
3

s

[
ln(1 − φs) + φs + χ1φ2

s

]
= − 1 ∗

ρdV1

MrNj
(1 − γ)

(

1 −
2
f

)

φ
2
3
0 (1)  

in Equation (1), Nj, γ, f , and φ0 are defined by the specific hydrogel 
formulation’s network structure as explained above, and χ1 = 0.426 for 
PEG and water, ρd = 1.12 g/mL is the dry density for PEG, V1 = 18 mL/
mol for water, and Mr = 44 g/mol is the repeating unit formula weight 
for PEG [45]. 

Shear moduli (G) were calculated via Equation (2), using the swollen 
polymer volume fractions from Equation (1). 

G =
RTρd

MrNj
(1 − γ)

(

1 −
2
f

)

φ
2
3
0φ

1
3
s (2)  

in Equation (2), R = 8314 kPa mL
mol K is the ideal gas constant and T = 298 K 

is the temperature of the system [45]. Other parameters are defined 
below Equation (1). 

Solute diffusion coefficients in hydrogels (D) were calculated using 
Equations (3)–(5) [35,85,86]. 

ξ = φ− 1
3

s
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1 −
2
f

)

l2C∞λNj

)1
2

(3)  

in Equation (3), ξ is the mesh size, l = 0.15 nm, C∞ = 4, and λ = 3 for 
PEG [45,87]. 
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(4)  

in Equation (4), rm is the mesh radius, dependent on the mesh size and 
the junction functionality (f) of the network. The relationship between 
mesh radius and mesh size is only known for regular polyhedron crystal 
structures that can be perfectly tessellated in 3D [36]. 
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] (5)  

in Equation (5), D0 is the diffusivity of the solute in a free aqueous so-
lution and rs is the associated hydrodynamic radius of the solute. As 
measured previously [37], for fluorescein, D0 = 278 μm2/s and rs =

0.88 nm. For 20 kDa FITC-dextran, D0 = 85 μm2/s and rs = 2.89 nm. 
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The average radius of free volume voids in water is rFVW = 0.269 nm 
[86], and the fiber radius of PEG with a monolayer of water is rf =

0.51 nm. 
Statistical analysis of stiffness-diffusivity decoupling: Statistical evalu-

ation of stiffness-diffusivity decoupling was performed using a custom R 
script. Within the available set of multi-arm PEG hydrogel formulations, 
we defined decoupling as one hydrogel formulation having non- 
significant differences in stiffness (compressive, via t-test) and signifi-
cant differences in solute diffusivity with a second hydrogel formulation 
as well as non-significant differences in solute diffusivity and significant 
differences in stiffness with a third hydrogel formulation, all within the 
dataset. Since solute diffusivity was defined by both the fluorescein and 
20 kDa FITC-dextran diffusivity, each formulation had to meet the sig-
nificance criteria for both solutes. Significance was determined by the 
choice of alpha values for the t-test, with a higher alpha value raising the 
required similarity between values for non-significant differences. We 
applied this definition iteratively to the dataset, removing hydrogel 
formulations that did not meet the criteria each round until further it-
erations no reduced the dataset for a given alpha value. The R script used 
for this analysis is provided in the supplementary materials. 
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